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Abstract -Multiple-input-multiple-output systems are considered which
are linear, timeinvariant, and finite dimensionaland which possess a
of this
decenaalizedfixed mode. A transferfunctioncharacterization
property is developed, which allows characterization also of the degree of a
fixed mode, this concept being given a meaningful definition in the course
of the paper.

I. INTRODUCTION
AND BACKGROUND

T

HE CONCEPT of the decentralized fixed modes of a
linear, time-invariant, finite-dimensional, multipleinput-multiple-output system was introduced in [l]. Properties of systems with such modes were further explored in
[2], and connections with a decentralized control problem
are considered in [3]-[6]. The existence or otherwise of
decentralized fixed modes is a pertinent question for systemswith minimal state-variable (or matrix fraction) descriptions, and although the existence of fixed modes has
hitherto beenconsideredusing
state-variable or matrix
fraction tools, the fact that the existence property is invariant under the usual transformations between minimal
system descriptions means that the property is one possessed by the system transfer function matrix alone. The
characterization of the property via the transfer function
matrix is achieved in this paper.
Suppose that a multiple-input-multiple-output, linear,
time-invariant, finite-dimensional system is described by

det[A,(so)+B,(so)k,

4 b O )

+B2(s0)k2~-~Am(s0)+B,(s0)km]
=o. (1.2)
This means that for all feedbacks of the form u, = k,y, + u,
(with u, an external input), so^ remains a mode of the
system.’ It is established in [2] that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a fixed mode is that for
some nonempty subset { i,, . * ,i,} of { 1,2,. . .,m} and some
SO 7

r d [ A l , ( s 0 ) ~,,(so>-*.~,,(so)

~,,(so).--~,Jso)]

a

(number of columns of Ai,). (1.3)
j=1

(A condition based on a state-variable system description
is also available.) Our main goal will be to describe conditions on the system transfer function matrix for the existence of fixed modes. First, we note simple consequences
of (1.3).

11. CONSEQUENCES OF THE FIXED
MODE
CONDITION
By reordering of inputs and outputsif necessary, assume
i . = j i n ( l . 3 ) . W r i t e & , = [ A , . . . A , ] , ~ ~ = [ A , + , . . .mA1.,
C G 2 , U , , U,, Y , , Y, havesimilarobvious
definitions.
Then (1.3) implies that

6 ,,

has a decentralized fixed mode at so, i.e., the decentralized
fixed mode for (1.1) remains for a wider class of feedback
(y,toujaslongasl<i,j<aora+l<i,j<m)thanthe
definition originally suggests., For (1.3) implies that for all
X
of appropriate dimension, rank [ & so) 53 ( so)% ,] <
whereeach y,, uj is a vector, and the A , ( s ) ,Bj(s) are
number
of columns of & I , and the conclusionisthen
polynomial matrices. Suppose further that there is no polyimmediate.
nomialleftdivisor
of A , ( s ) ; . - , A , ( s ) , B , ( s ) ; . - , B m ( s )
Both conditions, rank [@,(so) %,(so)] < number of
with nonconstant determinant. The system is said to have a
columns
of @,
for i = 1,2 imply that (2.1) has fixed modes.
decentralized fixed mode [l], [2] if and only if for all real,
What
is
the
difference
between these conditions? Suppose
constant k , of appropriate dimension and some so,
that in (2.1), we set U, = ‘X2Y2,thus producing a system
with input U , , output Y , , such that

,
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’It would perhapsbe less misleading to call so a fixed pole. or
eigenvalue. of the system. However, the nomenclature fixed mode is more
or less entrenched.
’Equivalently. the rn channels associated with (1.1) can be aggregated
into two channels for ajhch there exist fixed modes. The fact that this is
always possible has been pointed out in [lo].
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Then if the rank condition holds with i = 1, simple calculation shows [a, &, + $,X2] and b fail to be left coprime;
if it holds with i = 2, then [I 01 and [&, &, + b 2 X 2 ]fail
to be right coprime. This means that if a minimal statevariable realization of (2.1) is constructed, and from it a
realization of (2.2) by setting U, = X2Y2, this realization
has an uncontrollable or unobservable mode at so accordingly as i = 1 or 2 in the rank condition. Subsequent
application of feedback to u, via u,= 'XIY, + v , does not
of course vary this conclusion. In fact, a more detailed
analysis (see [2]) shows that if (2.1) can be modeled by

then the two possibilities correspond to

FUNCTION
MATRIXWITH
111. A 2 X 2 TRANSFER
SINGLEPOLEAT so
To obtain insight into the general problem, we shall
consider a special case. Let W(s) be 2 x 2 with a(s) the
characteristic polynomial. Write

Notice that a divides n,,n,, - n1,n2,. Let m(s) be the
quotient. Suppose also that W(s) = A-'(s)B(s) with

and A(s), B(s) are left coprime.
If there is a fixed mode at so, with reordering of inputs if
necessary we have a,,(so) = a2,(s,) = b,,(s,) = b2,(s,) = 0.
Easy calculations based on expressing the nij(s) and a(s)
in terms of the aij(s) and bij(s) show that

and

while n,,(s,) * 0-else a(s) would fail to be the characteristic polynomial. Therefore, if s, is a simple pole of W(s),
we have, after cancellations,

=

i

entry with no pole at so
entry with zero at so

1.

entry with pole at so
entry with no pole at so

(3.3)

The converse is easy to establish: if there is a simple pole so
of W(s) such that W(s) has the structure (3.3), then so is a
fixed mode, with rank[A, (so) B, (so)]= 0; thus loop closing via u, = k2y2of a minimal realization of W(s) will give
an uncontrollable system. If the 1-2 and 2-1 entries of
W(s) are reversed, there is also a fixed mode; loop closing
via u, = k, y2 gives an unobservable system. Fig. 1 illustrates the first situation; the pole-zero cancellation associated with the controllability is evident.
In summary, we have the following.
Proposition I: Consider a 2-input, 2-output system with
rational transfer function matrix W(s), and with a simple
pole at so. Then there is a decentralized fixed mode at so if
and only if W(s) or its transpose has the form of the right
side of (3.3).
This proposition was suggested to us by work of
Wolovich [7], which is concerned with examining the effect
of feedback on the sets of states reachable or observable
from a single input or output in a multiinput-multioutput
system.
The illustration of Fig. 1 provides an interesting interpretation of a main result of [6]: according to [6], decentralized fixed modes can be eliminated with time-varying k,,
given the satisfaction of certain connectivity conditions.
The right-hand diagram of Fig. 1 shows that with k, time
varying, the pole-zero cancellation at so, the cause of the
fixed mode, will no longer occur. (One cannot commute
the time-varying block with an adjacent time-invariant
block, and thereby juxtapose a cancelling pole-zero pair).
The diagram also illustrates a result of [I], extended in [2],
to the effect that if k, is replaced by a transfer function
k,(s), the fixed mode is still present-as the diagram
indicates, the pole-zero cancellation still occurs.
Another point illustrated by the diagram is the comparatively trivial nature of the proposition in case w,,(s)= 0
(or, dually, w,,(s) = 0). On the other hand, if w,,(s)w,,(s)
* 0 and W(s) is strictly proper, the proposition indicates
that W(s) must have at least 3 poles (2 of which may
coincide, but not at so).
How may one remove the restriction that so be a simple
pole in the above proposition? Extension of the argument
above will establish the following result, which is subsumed
by a later result for systems with more than 2 inputs or
outputs.
Proposition 2: Consider a 2-input, 2-output system with
rational transfer function matrix W(s). Then there is a
decentralized fixed mode at so if and only if the greatest
order which so has as a pole of w , , w2,, and ( W I is less than
the order it has as a pole of one of w,,,w,,. As an example,
consider

,
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Fig. 1. Illustration of fiied mode leading to unwntrollability.

Before exhibiting the generalization of (3.3), however, we
shall discuss the degree of a fixed mode.

x

(

.. .
.. .

1:)

= minor

i , ; . . , i P and columns k,;.-,kp of X

IV. THEDEGREE
OF A FIXEDMODE
With notation as in Sections I and 11, suppose that
rank[@,(so)

so so)] < P
= number

formed from rows

,

of columns in @ . (4.1)

Define the degree of the associated fixed mode as the
largest positive integer k such that all /3 X fi minors of
[@,(s) %,(s)] have a zero at so of order at least k.
Remark: The definition is invariant with respect to the
choice of coprime left matrix fraction description. For
suppose that ??,(s), %,(s), and are obtained from an
alternative description; then for some unimodular
f'(s), Q(s>

(normally ordered with i, < i2 - - < i,, k, < k 2 < - - . < kp).
The main result is as follows.
Theorem 2: Suppose that with reordering of inputs and
outputs we have

and we consider control structures of the form U, = %,Y, +
7,j = 1,2. Suppose that W,,(s) has /3 rows and W,,(s) has
p rows and let a(s) be the characteristic polynomial of
W(s). The following two conditions are equivalent.
1) With [ @,(s) Q,(s)] -'[93,(s) %,(s)] a left coprime
matrix fraction description of W(s),

The Cauchy-Binet theorem [2] and the first equation show
that k G k; the same theorem and the second equation
and the fixed mode so has degree k.
show that k 6 k.
2) Suppose a(so) has a zero of order K. Let #
The definition of degree has the following significance.
il - . Theorem I: With notation as above, det [ @ , ( s ) +
. .
denote the number of zeros at so of
'%,(s)'3il : @,(s)+$~(s)%,] has a zero at so of order
precisely k for almost all XI,X,.
For proof, see Appendix A.
Note that if (4.1) holds, it is impossible to have simultaneously (with @,(s) possessing p columns)
with # = 0 corresponding to no poles or zeros, # < 0
corresponding to there being - $t poles at so, and # = ca
corresponding to a minor which is identically zero. Let
without violating the wprimeness requirement on [&(s)
%(s)]. So the zeros of det[@,+ 5
3 ,XI ; &, + S2'Si2] can m = B + @ a n d
be due to only one of conditions (4.1) or (4.2).

(

where
In this section, we shall use the following standard
notation. For a matrix X,

a

t)
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and
i~
&(ll

. .

It is not hard to show that this structure implies and is
implied by wndition 2) of the theorem, when k = K = 1.
Unfortunately, as soon as K > 1, the situation is a good deal
~ ) = ~ { ~ l . . m ~ p ) n { (5-4)
l ~ , Y morecomplicated.
)

Then there eliists 0 < k

< K such that whenever 6,

+ 6, z 8,

VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have described a transfer function matrix test for the
existence of a decentralized fixed mode; for the case when
the transfer function matrix is 2 x 2 , or when the mode
coincides with a simple pole, the test takes a particularly
simple form.
We have also defined the concept of degree of a fixed
mode, and illustrated the sigmficance of this concept.
The result of this paper may be useful in elucidating
whether or not systems of a fixed structure but with
variable parameters can have a decentralized fixed mode
for generic values of the parameters. Sezer and Siljak have
studied this question [9].
Their general conclusion is as follows. Suppose that
W ( s )= H(sI - F ) - ' G where entries of F, G , and H are
either zero or free parameters; any two nonzero free
parameters take independent values. Then there are two
generic possibilities; W ( s ) , with row and column permutation, is triangular, and then it is possible to have decentralized fixed modes at any so, or W ( s )can only have a
decentralized fixed mode at s = 0.The connection with the
structure of (5.6) is not hard to make: unless so = 0,or the
W,, block is zero, one cannot conceive of the condition of
(5.6) being met for generic values of parameters in the
system.

for all minors of k ( s ) . If K > k , equality occurs in (5.5) for
at least one choice of i,, - - i, I , . - - ,I, where 6, + 6, = 8.
Remark: Proof is in Appendix B. Now let us interpret
the result. Broadly speaking, the result says that there is a
fixed mode of degree k if and only if certain minors have so
as a zero of certain minimum order, or a pole of limited
multiplicity, while at the same time, so must be a pole of
W ( s ) .In more detail, the quantity 6, computes the number
of rows in the first fl rows of W ( s ) which are not in the
minor under scrutiny, while 6, computes the number of
columns in the first y columns of W ( s ) which are in the
minor under scrutiny. The quantity 6, + 6, - fl therefore is
associated with the position of the minor; large minors
located inside W,,(s) give the large values for this quantity,
small minors located inside W,,(s) give the small values.
When this quantity is nonnegative, the behavior of the
minor at so is constrained-see (5.5). Besides 6, 6, - fl,
the constraint is affected by k , the degree of the fixed
mode, and K , the order which so has as a zero of the
characteristic polynomial of W ( s ) . If 6, + 6, - fl is negative, no special constraint is imposed; but note that if so is
a zero of the characteristic polynomial of order K, there
always exists at least one minor of W ( s ) with so as a pole
of multiplicity K.
There is no question that the above theorem in its
general form is complicated. Therefore it is of interest to
search for specializations which can take a simpler form.
Suppose that % , ( s ) , @,(s), %,(s) have y, p, and 7
Section 111 described one specialization. Another is obcolumns,
respectively. Define colurrm vectors ai(s), i =
tained by restricting to the case K = 1, i.e., so is a simple
1,---,fl+~andb,(s),i=l,-..,y+yandscalarskij,
1<i
pole, which implies k = 1, i.e., the degree of so as a fixed
<
y
,
l
<
j
<
P
a
n
d
y
+
l
<
i
<
y
+
7
,
P
+
l
<
j
g
j
?
+
B
by
mode is 1.
Proposition 3: Assume the same hypothesis as Theorem
2, and suppose so is a simple zero of a ( s ) . The following
@1(4
= [ ~ I ( s ) -a p ( ~ ) ]
two conditions are equivalent.
@ 2 ( s )= [+,
I ( s ) '" Q ~ + ~ ( S ) ]
1) With [ & , ( s ) @ , ( s ) ] - ' [ % , ( s ) %,(s)] a left coprime
matrix fraction description of W ( s ) ,
% 1 ( s ) = [ b , ( s ) . b,(s)]

+

. a

2) There holds
no entry has a

I

'I

so is simple zero of
I characteristic polynomial
I of this block
- - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - every entry has no entry has a pole
a zero at so
at so

,,

1

I-

(5.6)

m

k,,

X,

=

e

.

- ..

k y +I.B+ I
kY+7.b+l

Observe, then, that

klP1

1

k ~ 8

...
.. .

ky+

1,8+8

k ~ + ~ , ~ + ~
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Choose X I E n T,. Suppose that a unimodular transformation U ( s ) acts on [@(s) %(s)] to produce U(s)
[&(s) %(s)] = [$(s) G(s)] with

where M(s) is /3 X b. Suppose further (and without loss of
generality) that

+

= sum of determinants with second through P
columns
identical to the above. and with first columns
a,(x), b,(s)k,,, b,(s)k21,. . .,by(s)ky,.
The last expression is obtained by using the additive
decomposition of the first column. Similarly, we may use
the additive decomposition of all other columns to obtain
an expression in the form of a sum of a very large number
of determinants, and in the first /3 columns of each determinant, b columns of the set a l ( ~ )- ,. . ag(s), b , ( ~ )., - .
b,(s) appear. By the definition of degree, every ,B x p
minor formed from the first P columns of each summand
has a zero at so of order at least k, so each summand, and
thus the overall sum, has this property.
To complete the proof of the theorem, we must show
that for almost all XI.%,, the quantity det[Q,(s)+
%,(s)%, : d,(s)+ 532(s)K2]has a zero at so of order no
greater than k. Clearly, it is enough to show that for one
particular K,,5,.the zero order is just k. (To have a zero
of order greater than k requires that so be a zero of the k th
derivative of the determinant, which in turn imposes an
equahty constraint on XI,%,. Either the constraint
evanesces, i.e., it is met for all XI,%, or it fails to be met
for almost all 3-l ,3C2.)
By the degree definition and the Cauchy-Binet theorem
[8. pp. 9- 121, all /3 X P minors of

where MI has full rank. Since rank[gl(sy) $,(so)]=
rank[&,(so)+ ,(so)'3i,], span of [&,(so) '3 ,(so)]= span
of [&,(so)+~ , ( s o ) X , ] ;therefore, since [$(so) &(so)]
has full rank by coprimeness,

$ 2 ( ~ 0 ) $,(so)
has full rank, viz. P + F. Hence, the last prows of [$,(so)
&,((so)] have full rank; then for almost all X,, the last p
rows of the ( p + p ) x B matrix [&,(so)+ Q2(s0)3i2]have
full rank. Now write

where P(so)has full rank. It follows that det[@,+ $8 ,XI :
8 , + %,%,I has a zero at so of the same order as the zero
of det M(s), viz. k. This proves the result.

,

have a zero at so of order at least k, and for one choice of
C,,XI. at least one minor will have a zero of order
precisely k. Hence, for almost all f , , X I this will be the
case. Hence, for almost all C 3i', with nonsingular C this
will be the case. Hence, for almost all XI.8 ,(s)+ % , ( s ) X
will have at least one /3 X p minor with a zero at so of order
precisely k. Denote the set of such X I by 7'-,.
A similar argument based on the Cauchy-Binet theorem
and (4.1) shows that for almost all K,.

,,

,

e

Assume that 1 holds. Let = @ - I .
Jacobi's theorem states [8, p. 211

,
(B.1)
where i, < i, < . . < i, and i; < i; < - - . < i'
form a
m-P
complete system, i.e., {i,, i, . . . , i,)U{i;, i;; . .,i;-,} =
(1.2,. - . m ) and similarly for the k , , k;. Without loss of
generality, /&I = a ( s ) . Now by the Cauchy-Binet theorem
I81

.

Denote the set of such X I by q,;.

As is well known,
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then det[a,;(s). . a,,-,(s)b,,(s) - - . b, (s)] has a zero at so
of order at least k. If all such deter&nants had a zero of
order > k and also det[a,(s). . . a,(s)] = a(s) has a zero
of order K > k, then an argument like that at the start of
Theorem 1 would show that det[@,(s)+%,(s)X, a,($)
+ $ i ? ~ ~ ( s ) would
X ~ ] have a zero at so of order > k for all
X,and X,, contradicting Theorem 1. So K > k implies one
or more of the minors for which 6, 6, = j? has a zero of
order precisely k.
It remains to establish the claims for 6, 6, > P. If
6, + 6, = P + 1, the derivative (with respect to s ) of the
determinant appearing as the numerator on the right of
(B.2) is expressible as a sum of determinants with P columns drawn from [&?,(s): %,(s)], and so has a kth order
zero at so. Also, the deterrhinant itself obviously has a zero
at so. Hence the determinant has a (k 1)th order zero at
so. More generally, extension of the argument shows that if
6, + 6, = j? + q for q > 1, det[a,;(s) - a,: _,(s)b,,(s) - blp(s)]has a (k + q)th order zero at so. Conclusion 2 is now
established.
Now assume that Conclusion 2 holds. Using the hypothesis and (5.5) it follows that every determinant of the
form det[a,;(s) - . a,,, - p ( ~ ) b l l ( ~- )bl,(s)] with at least j?
columns drawn from [@,(s) '%l(s)] is zero at so, and so
det[@,(so)+%,(so)%, a2(sO)+32(~o)CJi2]
is zero for all
X I ,X2. Hence either

+

+

+

Since

and similarly for the k,, we have

( - l)X/p=l(i,+
k,)

= (-

l)L;b-f(iJsk;)

Then from the Laplace expansion formula, (see [8, p. 22]),

%(so)]< m, contradicting
(Here, a,(s) denotes the ith column of a(s), and similarly but not both, else rm6!?(so)
coprimeness.
To
obtain
a
contradiction,
suppose that rank
for b,(s).)
[
a
,
(so)
I,
(so)]
=
6
2
p.
Choose
6
columns
from [ a ,(so)
Now recalling the definitions of 6, and 6,, we see that
%,(so)] and a further m - 6 columns from [&?,(so) %,(so)]
to form a nonsingular matrix, and with this selection of
columns associate a minor of W(s) via (B.2). For this
number, 6, + 6, = 6 j?, while the choice of columns en=number of columns in determinant on sures [see the right side of (B.2)] that the # number for the
right side of (B.2) drawn from columns minor = - K , contradicting (5.5). Thus the first alternative
in (B.3) holds. Let k' be the degree of the fixed mode at so.
of ( a 1 ( s ) : %l(s)}.
Then, since we established that condition 1) implies condiNow every p x j3 minor of (&?
,(s) : 3,(s)} has a zero of tion 2), either
order at least k at so. Since
4 s ) = l@(s)l= l@,(s) @2(s)I

ill

(where q is unimportant) we see that a(s) has a zero at so
of order at least k. Then K 2 k. Also if

lP

Since condition 2) holds, either

< kT- K

and k f = x.
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Generalized Output Nulling Subspaces:
Riccati Equation Computation and
Applications
FRANK L. LEWIS

Abstraet -Four generalized output-nulling subspaces (ONS) are defined
and it is shown that many subspaces important in the analysis of linear
systems can be expressed as special cases of the ONS. On the other hand,
it is shown that the ONS can be computed from the solutions to square-root
Riccati equations. Applications to computation of subspaces contain$ in
the state space and applications
to system inversion are demonstrated. 'Ihe
..
properties of the ONS considered as time-dependent subspace sequences
are investigated.
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S

INCE the initial work of Wonham and Morse the
geometric approach to linear systems has provided
complete and intuitively appealing solutions to many problems. There are several versions of applying the geometric
approach. These include techniques based respectively on
supremal (F,G)-invariant and reachability subspaces [lo],
the structure algorithm [7], controlled and conditioned
invariant subspaces [25], and unknown-input and null-output subspaces [9], [28]. Silverman [7] and Molinari [28], [30]
have related the structure algorithm to the unknown-input
and null-output subspaces and have discussed the Riccati
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